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Sawasdee kha!
Believe it or not, we are now in the last quarter of the year 2019. The last quarter
is a hectic time as we have to wrap up the works for this year and prepare for the
challenges to come kha.

From

Executive Director
Benjawan Ubonsri

As usual, our friends and family have stories to share. Rachanok Uicheng, 2016
Foreign Language Teaching Assistant (FLTA) alumna, told us her very first workshop under her own initiative for students in the South. Her passion to empower
high school students and enable them to design their future was supported by
the Secondary Educational Service Area Office 14, Fulbright Thailand, EducationUSA, and schools. Peeriya Pongsarigun and Unaree Taladngoen, 2018-2019
FLTA alumni, share with us of their FLTA experiences in the universities. Their
experiences not only fulfilled their mission as American Ambassadors but also
their professional and personal lives. Ekasit Sonpho, a 2018 Junior Research
Scholar, recently returned from Kansa City. He felt his attitude was changed
towards more compassion through the Fulbright experience.
Teerapon Dippayom, 2018 Thai Visiting Scholar, praised that the Fulbright
opportunity is not just only for him as a grantee but also for those around him. He
enthusiastically encourages his students to apply for one of the Fulbright grants
and we are looking forward for their applications. Ratchada Apornsilp, 2017
Hubert H. Humphrey (HHH) Fellow, share her special moment attending the
40th anniversary celebration of the HHH Program. Her sharing confirms that
“once a Fulbrighter, always a Fulbrighter”. Last but not least, we are proud to
share with you a speech by Weerpong Laovechprasit, 2019 Thai Graduate
Scholarship grantee to University of Georgia Athens, at the congratulatory
reception for 2019 Thai Fulbright grantees. Based on his passion as a veterinarian and an environmentalist, his powerful speech called for every one of us to join
him in doing whatever we can to save our planet. You may find our Thai Fulbright
grantees are for you to view on the middle pages.
We also have a story from Dr. Andy Hines, 2019 Fulbright Specialist, telling us
how forward looking could help boost internationalization and strategic planning
through a few workshops and mini research with universities and staff at the then
Office of Higher Education Commission.
Announcement kha! Fulbright Thailand will reach our 70th anniversary next year
and we will have celebration all year round. Check out our activities at our Facebook at Fulbright Thailand TUSEF.
Enjoy reading kha.

From Diversity to Unity:
2019 Student Empowerment;
Paths to Success in College, Exchange Program and Scholarship Applications
Rachanok Uicheng
2016 Foriegn Language Teaching Assistant Fellow
at University of Pensylvania, Philadelphia

This workshop was the most multifaceted that I have ever organized. It
brought together students and teachers from several secondary
schools across Phang-nga, Phuket and Ranong during June 20-21,
2019 while being co-facilitated by a number of organizations; SESAO
14, Fulbright Thailand, U.S. Embassy Bangkok, Prince of Songkla
University, Satree Phuket School, etc. The students and teachers were
from diverse backgrounds whilst the facilitators brought into the table
varied experience and expertise. Although its name suggested just
guidance on how to succeed in college, exchange program and scholarship applications, the workshop also tried to help students explore
their potential, develop English writing skills and forge their path to
become empowered global citizens. All of these many aspects made
me wonder if the workshop could be successful and if everyone could
be on the same page. It turned out that all the differences brought
about notable unity.
During the two-day workshop, I saw clearly how the students worked
together in harmony and how they all had aspirations for the future.
English teachers and guidance teachers alike tried their best to help the
students learn and took the opportunity that they were together to
discuss common teaching challenges. As for the facilitators, the fusion
of their ideas, perspectives and styles led to the most creative activities
for the students. Oftentimes when I did not know how to handle unexpected situations, it was these kind people who thought on their feet and
immediately helped me out. It was the first time in my entire professional
life that I received assistance from so many people and experienced a
strong sense of oneness. Everyone was in it together to make the workshop a success and to help the students shape their lives. Saying thank
you is hardly enough for such dedication, so I plan to return the favor by
striving to attain our common goals in promoting education.
On another important note, this workshop would not have happened if
Fulbright Thailand had not sponsored and arranged for grantees from
different programs to collaborate. Uniting FLTAs (Peeriya and I) and
ETAs (Dominique, Jasmine and Apeksha) did not only help us understand each other’s program better but also make us realize our shared
values. If I were to name one organization that works hard for everyone and can call out anyone to do something great together, it would
definitely be Fulbright Thailand. Thank you from the bottom of my heart
for everything.
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Reflection of a Fulbright Special Grant
at the Office of Higher Education Commission,
Bureau of International Cooperation Strategy
Dr. Andy Hines,
Graduate Program in Foresight, University of Houston, USA
2018 Fulbright Specialist
As I savor another wonderful new Thai dish and sip green tea, I am amazed
at how “at home” I feel in this wonderful country, and being amongst such a
warm and welcoming staff. I appreciate our differences, but at the same
time, I feel that we share more of a common bond than I had anticipated.
I am fortunate that my specialized expertise as a futurist enabled me to work
with OHEC/BICS on the future of Internationalization of higher education.
When I received the initial request, I confess that I had to look up “internationalization” to be sure I knew what I was agreeing to study. To my great
relief, the topic made good sense to me. While I was familiar with aspects of
it, it presented the challenge of a new topic for to explore. As a professional
futurist for almost thirty years now, I have explored the future of hundreds of
topics. It is always exciting, and a bit scary, to dive into a new topic.
Fortunately, my hosts were well prepared to assist me. I received a detailed itinerary for my month-long stay, which looked a bit
daunting, but as I went through the first few activities, I quickly became comfortable and looked forward to the next visit. I was also
greeted with a good-sized stack of research on internationalization and the good work that OHEC/BICs has been doing for many
years now. Thus I felt that I would have plenty of material and experiences to draw upon to aid my exploration of the future of
internationalization.
I used a process developed at the University of Houston, my home base, to guide my
research called Framework Foresight. It is a systematic way to consider a wide range of
forces and factors influencing the future of a topic. Indeed, my task was to investigate
and consider ways that internationalization might change over the next decade.
I was really pleased with how the various visits and interviews that were arranged provided timely and helpful supplements to the desk research I was doing. They provided a
means for me to test ideas and calibrate what I was learning from the various publications and websites. As I glance through my notes, I see how each visit inspired new
insights as well as confirming some of my hypotheses. I visited two prominent Thai
universities: King Mongkut’s University of Technology and Mahidol University. While I
certainly appreciated the differences in style and layout, I also felt that I might just as well
have been at prominent universities in the US. I was particularly impressed with the
library at KMUTT. It is a world-class facility that has incorporated many of features I have
long suggested in prior work I have done on the future of libraries. The working sessions
at both places once again enabled me to validate some of my findings to date, raised
question about others, and pointed me into new directions to investigate.
A morning-long symposium was arranged for me at OHEC headquarters in which a dozen prominent experts and academics were
convened to discuss future issues influencing internationalization. I used my research at that point to frame a discussion of what seemed
to be key future issues and guided a lively conversation about them that provided invaluable feedback for my project. I also had the
opportunity to share some of my expertise on higher education in general by giving a talk on “The Future of Higher Education: 12 Drivers
of Change” to the Medical Education Management for the Future Conference at Chulalongkorn University in Bankok.
I should also mention the tremendous support provided onsite by OHEC/BICs. We had daily informal chats on a wide range of topics.
I felt completely at ease to raise questions as they arose and talk it through with various staff members. My host, Lakhana Dockeow,
was not only open to chat at any time, she arranged the logistics of everything that made me feel right at home. Many of our most
interesting chats took place over various local venues for lunch. I was also please to share a couple of presentations on how to identify
change in the future for staff members.
In sum, the visit was a perfect blend of research, informal discussion, and formal visits and presentations that I hope will produce a
useful project on the future of internationalization for Thailand.
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FLTA Is NOT Just Teaching Thai
Peeriya Pongsarigun
Chulalongkorn Language Institute
2018-2019 FLTA Fellow
at University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
The Story of Rocks, Pebbles, and Sand went viral many years ago. It is about how people should fill their jar of life with rocks—representing family, health and relationships—first. Pebbles, compared to school and work, come later. Then you fill the jar with sand,
which includes the remaining filler things in life. I never really appreciated the message until I was an FLTA at the University of Pennsylvania in Fall 2018 and Spring 2019.
The Fulbright Foreign Language Assistant Program seeks for Thai
English teachers to teach Thai and take courses at U.S. higher
education institutions for nine months. When I applied, I knew I was
going to teach Thai but I did not really know what else I would do. It
turned out I participated in many academic and fun activities and I
do not regret anything. I learned to prioritize my duties, follow my
passion, and have fun traveling.
I filled my life with my duties first. I taught Basic and Intermediate
Thai courses and Penn Language Center gave me freedom and
encouraged me to experiment on teaching techniques. For example, I tried color-coding technique to help my students memorize the
three classes of Thai consonants. I also taught intermediate
students to write Thai poetry, which is my passion. I eventually
found a space where my duties and passion met.
I have been passionate about Thai poems and translation of Thai
poems into English and I would like to share my passion with a large
audience. In my Thai class, I found an opportunity to implement
easy rhyme schemes for my Thai students to follow. My students
were encouraged to write Thai when it was not too difficult. Their
positive feedback motivated me to work on improving my teaching
as well. I managed to fill my life with my passion by presenting in
many conferences such as Penn Language Center Fall 2018
Professional Development Workshop, NEALLT 2019, and the 22nd
NCOLCTL Conference. Most of my presentations involved how to
engage learners to write Thai poems while integrating cultural
aspects. Besides giving talks to adult audience, I read some Thai
children’s book and the manuscripts I wrote for children at the Public
Library of Philadelphia. Now my jar of life was almost full, but I
wanted to add sprinkles to it.
Life would be boring without traveling, especially when I was in one of the most diverse countries in the world. I had a list of places
I wanted to go, for example, San Francisco, Chicago, and New York. Then I made plans for them and got to visit those places. I went
to Atlanta as a bonus because I was presenting there. My favorite city was San Francisco. I got a perfect million-dollar view photo
with a dog, who just ran to me and smiled at the camera! At that moment I felt complete and my life was worthwhile.
The FLTA experience has given me much more than teaching Thai. It has been fulfilling and crucial for my personal and professional
growth. I was proud to answer the final question of the FLTA report form, which read:
-If you have to be an FLTA again, what would you like to do differently, e.g. learning more about host, content on Thailand, etc.?
My answer was, “I have done my best. There is nothing I want to change.”
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My FLTA Experience at UW
Unaree Taladngoen
Faculty of Liberal Arts, Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna Phitsanulok
2018-19 FLTA Fellow
at University of Washington, Seattle
“Once a Fulbrighter, always a Fulbrighter” This expression is undoubtedly true since the first day I joined the warm and
welcoming Fulbright family.
I admitted that I had a mixed feeling of excitement and nervousness after being informed by the director of the Fulbright
Thailand Commission that I had been selected as one of the five 2018-2019 FLTA principles. It was my first application for
a fully funded and highly competitive scholarship, and being placed as one of the candidates by the committee extremely
excited me. However, having to teach the Thai language to international students seemed to terrify me in the first place
since I had no experience teaching my mother-tongue either to Thai or foreign students. Even though nervousness occupied my mind, I kept telling myself that I could do it and I must give it a try.
My journey as a fulbrighter has started since I accepted the FLTA selection.
The final placement brought me to the University of Washington, Seattle,
Washington where I worked at the Southeast Asia Center, Jackson School of
International Studies. Being an FLTA provided me a great opportunity to learn
to teach Thai as a foreign language, which I had thought that I was incapable
of. Moreover, it allowed me to strengthen the love of teaching and to develop
myself professionally and academically. Working with foreign colleagues
helped me learn more about diversity and how to deal with people's differences. At the University of Washington, understanding diversity and supporting
equity are key concerns. There is no place for hate at the University of Washington, and I could feel the kindness of people there.
Beside teaching live Thai language and culture courses, I collaboratively
worked with Russ Hugo, a linguist at the Language Learning Center, to develop three hybrid Thai courses, namely Thai 101, Thai 102, and Thai 103. The
term “hybrid” refers to live and online instruction. The students spend time
studying the lessons and completing exercises online. Then, on certain days
of a week, they participate in a live session that they will have a chance to
discuss the language and cultural topics with the instructor. We put a lot of
effort into this project aiming at strengthening the Thai language instruction at
the University of Washington. With these hybrid courses, the team has expected to facilitate the students’ Thai language learning. We also hope that the
courses will attract a lot more attention and interests of the students towards
Thai language and cultural learning.
Teamwork and collaboration were the keys to my success as an FLTA.
Without help and supports from supervisors, colleagues, students, friends,
and everyone around me, I wouldn’t have been able to complete the
program successfully. My supervisors allowed me to work independently,
and they respected me as a colleague, not an inferior. The colleagues were
always supportive, and the students and friends were the ones I could share
the experience with. Furthermore, I had a chance to connect with a lot of
Fulbright alumni and current grantees from Thailand, who are studying at the
University of Washington. We enjoyed hanging out together and sharing life
experience. As part of the Fulbright family, everyone was wholeheartedly
willing to assist one another with all aspects, and we will continue doing that
to help to expand and strengthen our Fulbright family.
Lastly, I’d like to extend my gratitude to Fulbright Thailand Commission, IIE and ECA for supporting and allowing me to experience working in a new and unfamiliar environment. I learned that there is nothing that I am incapable of when I am determined
and put an effort to achieve it. I could say that after the completion of the program, I have developed myself academically,
professionally, and personally. Again, once a Fulbrighter, always a Fulbrighter, and I am fortunate and proud to be a fulbrighter.
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Introduction to 2019 Thai Grantees
Thai Graduate Scholarship Grantees
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1. Mr. Weerapong Laovechprasit, to study Comparative
Biomedical Science at University of Georgia Athens, GA (Doctoral Program)
2. Ms. Nawinda Upanan, to study General Special Education
at University of Washington
Seattle, WA (Doctoral Program)
3. Ms. Kewalin Ratanasopinswat, to study Social Enterprise,
Leadership Management at TStanford Graduate School of
Business Stanford, CA
4. Ms. Quankamon Dejatiwongse Na Ayudhya, to study
Education Program in Human Development and Psychology at
Harvard Graduate School of Education
5. Ms. Nanthinee Chunothaisawat, to study Fintech and
Microfinance at Tepper School of Business, Carnegie Mellon
University Pittsburgh, PA
6. Mr. Thanat Jatuphattharachat, to study Computer Science,
at University of Southern California Los Angeles, CA
7. Mr. Ronnakrit Rojyindeelert, to study Museum Studies at
University of Arts, Philadelphia, PA

Junior Researchers

6

1. Ms. Ponthip Pratumkaew, to conduct research in Immunology at the Department of Genetics & Genome Sciences, Jackson Laboratory for Genomic Medicine, University of Connecticut Health Center, Farmington, CT
2. Ms. Churaibhon Wisessaowapak, to conduct research in Molecular Toxicology at the Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism, University of California, San Diego, CA
3. Mrs. Sirirat Nantavisai, to conduct research in Veterinary Medicine at the
Department of Bioengineering, University of Washington, Seattle, WA
4. Mr. Sonthaya Rattanasak, to conduct research in Second Language Acquisition, Psycholinguistics at Department of Educational Psychology,
College of Education, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, IL
5. Ms. Narisara Jaikaew, to conduct research in Science and Technology
(Material Science) at School of Packaging, Michigan State University, East
Lansing, MI
6. Mr. Kanpong Boonthaworn, to conduct research in Structural Biology, Wadsworth Center, School of Public Health, New York State Department of Health
Albany, NY

Teaching Excellence and Achievement Participants
From left to right
1. Ms. Nida Pornanek, to participate in the field of English at Claremont
Graduate University Claremont, CA
2. Ms. Prapassorn Phadannok, to participate in the field of English at the
University of Northern Colorado Greeley, CO
3. Ms. Ropi-ah Hayeebeeding, to participate in the field of English at the
University of Nevada-Reno, Nevada, NV
4. Ms. Koson Pankhaew, to participate in the field of English at Montana
State University Bozeman, MT
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Foreign Language Teaching Assistant Fellows

From left to right
1. Mr. Songwut Bhattrachaiyakorn, to teach Thai Language at Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL
2. Ms. Ulita Teekoh, to teach Thai Language at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, MI
3. Mr. Itsra Namtapi, to teach Thai Language at the University of Washington, Seattle, WA
4. Ms. Suparat Gulkong, to teach Thai Language at Indiana University, Bloomington
5. Mr. Anupong Tuaynak, to teach Thai Language at the University of Oregon, Ugene, OR

Thai Visiting Scholars
From left to right
1. Asst. Prof. Dr. Rangsiman Soonthornchaiya, to conduct
research in Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing at Christine E.
Lynn College of Nursing, The Florida Atlantic University, Boca
Raton, FL
2. Asst. Prof. Dr. Theeraphong Bualar, to conduct research in
Disability Policy, Inclusive Education, Public Administration and
Poverty at The Center for Disabilities Studies, University of
Delaware, Newark, DE
3. Asst. Prof. Dr. Jiraporn Inthasan, to conduct research in
Soil Science and Environment at School of Environment and
Natural Resources, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH

Hubert H. Humphrey Fellows

U.S. – ASEAN Visiting Scholar

1. Asst. Prof. Suphawatchara Malanond,
to participate in a professional training in
Law and Human Rights at American University, Washington, D.C.
2. Dr. Paphawin Anusaksathien, to participate in a professional training in Public
Health Policy and Management at Emory
University, Atlanta, GA

1. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Punchada Sirivunnabood, to
conduct research in Southeast Asian Policies at
Department of Political Science, Northern Illinois
University, DeKalb, IL
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From Me “Myself” to We “Give and Take”
Ekasit Sonpho
2018 Junior Research Scholar Program
Stowers Institute for Medical Research
Howard Hughes Medical Institute,
You are now Fulbright grantee!
Really, Yeah!... I will take a vacation to several places… Let’s see, New
York, Chicago, San Francisco…
Honestly, that was the first thought when I received a phone call from Fulbright
notified me about the result of the interview. At that time, I only thought about
myself, how could I get a full benefit from this prestigious grant. Which laboratory should I visit? Where Should I take vacations? Or even some ridiculous
question like, What products should I buy from the Black Friday sale! But now,
I eventually understood the real objectives and benefits from this exchange.
This is not one-way acquirement but equally, give and take trading.
My name is Ekasit Sonpho, a Ph.D. candidate from faculty of science, Mahidol University. I have been granted the Fulbright
scholarship under the program of Junior Research Scientist (JRS) which allow me to conduct scientific research in any
university or institute at United State for 6 months. I am passionate about regeneration and developmental biology, particularly, using planarians as the research model. I got the opportunity to join Stowers Institute for Medical Research, Kansas
City, Missouri under the supervision of Prof. Alejandro Sánchez Alvarado. My research centered on the development of the
new technique to study extracellular matrix from planarians and their functions in tissue regeneration.
Differences are what I expected from this journey. Academically, I am so excited when I first handled my own experiment
because I was able to immerse in the state-of-the-art facility. I had a chance to access to the most advanced resources that
could boost my research quality. Socially, I also experienced some differences in culture as well. My most favorite example
is that Thai people, will not say “Hey! How is your day!” to random people you met in the elevator or cafeteria. But in the US,
it was so common to do so. I felt a bit awkward when a random-anonymous-guy greeted me in the elevator. It took me for a
month until I brave enough to say some greeting back to a person I met in the institute (Of course, If I have a good mood). I
considered this as one of the biggest social skill achievements in my life.
Anyway, as I said earlier, I always think of how
w could I maximize th
the benefit that I
must get before I return to Thailand. Appare
parently, I was completely
complete
tely wrong once I
Apparently,
have been told by my professor that
at I have to present my project
project in front of
hundreds of people from the institute
te in a big auditorium at the
e end of my time. I
never expected that I have to give a presentation since I was just only a short vis
visit.
I then slowly realized that we, Fulbrighter,
brighter, are not just only take the benefit from the
United State. We need to give something back to their community as well. After
since I tried to share my own expertise
xpertise while I was learning new technique
techniques from
their team. I taught my own culture
ulture while I was submerged in Americ
American culture
every day. I introduced my Thai
hai cuisine to members in the lab (With the great
interest from everyone on how Thai people love spicy food) while I was eating their
sandwiches every lunch. I even need to correct some misunderstanding facts
about Thailand (You won’t believe how many American people
p confuse between
Thailand and Taiwan), while my American friends verify some fact a
about their own
country in turn.
Last but not least, there are plenty of lessons I learned from this excha
ange. But I
exchange.
believed the biggest lesson in my whole expedition is how to be an open-minded
pen-minded
person to any diversity I faced. I am now aware that diversity makes our society
become a better place for everyone. And that emphasized the reason why we
need to share our own experience with the people on the other side while we are
listening to their story vice versa. That would be a great starter for a better underr
standing of each individual. I believed that is our ultimate goal as the Fulbrighter,
we made our world a better place by serving as cultural ambassadors and contributors in our own specialized field.
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Fulbright: More Than Grant Opportunity
Teerapon Dhippayom
University of Washington, Seattle
2018 Thai Visiting Scholar Program

Fulbright gave me an opportunity to be part of one of the best research institutes in the field of evidence synthesis
at the University of Washington. It was a great experience to work in a professional, yet friendly academic environment. I have developed a strong relationship with my mentor, Prof Beth Devine, who still devotes her time on regular
online meetings with me even after my return since I could not finish my research during my 6-months visit. We also
plan to have my future PhD student do part of his research there (hopefully under Fulbright support). I have also
learnt and practiced a new technique to analyze complex evidence, which will be very useful for my future research
works.
Flashback to before I came to the US for the very first time, I had no idea
that Seattle is the place where two of the top three richest men in the
world live. Those IT guys who work at Amazon and Microsoft also live
here too! What this means is the living cost in Seattle is really expensive. Fulbright is to thank for the grant, which was adjusted based on
the living expenses in this big city. Additional grant was also given as I
have a dependent 10 years old son with me. Well, I wish Fulbright have
a support rate based on the size of the dependent person too, as my big
boy consumes a lot more than an average 10 years old kid: we rented a
basement from the Airbnb host and asked them to prepare dinner for us.
Initially, they would charge $10 per meal for two of us. However, after
the first welcome dinner with them, they increased the rate to $15
Talking about the host, I am proud to say that I got this nice place
because I was a Fulbrighter. Generally, my host have their basement
advertised in Airbnb for a short-term visitor. After multiple failed attempts
of searching for accommodation, I have contacted them and asked if
they would consider having me and my son for 6 months. They agreed
and quoted a monthly rental rate, which is much more than my planned
budget. I then told them that I came to Seattle under Fulbright scholarship and have a limit to my accommodation budget. They agreed to
lower the rent for the reason that they would love to have a Fulbrighter
to share their house (one of my host is a high-school teacher). They
normally host dinner for their friends, relatives, or book-club almost
every two weeks, and they always introduce us as a Fulbright scholar
(yes, my son got that title too). What a famous brand!
The same thing happened at my office when my mentor introduced me to colleagues and fellow researchers. She
even asked me to add my name suffix in a research proposal as a Fulbright visiting scholar, which I felt a bit reluctant as I was worried that people might expect too much from me. There were many social activities invited from
Fulbright during my stay. Unfortunately, I hardly ever joined them as there were many conflicts with my schedule.
However, living in a shared house with an American couple and having dinner with them almost every day helped
me learn American culture in a local way. We usually discuss differences between American and Thai cultures
during dinner and did what the American do by joining their activities and several travel trips, even though having
nearly 10 ski trips in one season is a bit too much. Taking part in my son’s school meetings and activities help both
of us understand the way American students are taught. We have also learnt, through the school’s project and
policy, to accept and respect other people especially in a mixed race community. This is a lifetime experience for
both me and my son which we couldn’t thank Fulbright enough.
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Celebrating 40th Years of Humphrey Fellowship Program –
Indo-Pacific Pathways to Cooperation
Ratchada Apornsilp
2017 Humphrey Fellow
at Cornell University, Itaca, NY
There is a saying – “once a Fulbright, always a Fulbright”. This statement holds true to being a Fulbright Humphrey Fellow as well.
For those who hear of the Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship Program for the first time, it is a 10-month graduate-level
non-degree program focuses on leadership enrichment for young and mid-career professionals in the areas of sustainable
development, democratic institution building, education and public health. These fields are identified as critical to U.S.
engagement with developing and transitional countries. The fellowship program was established by former President
Jimmy Carter in 1978 in honor of public service of the late Senator and former U.S. Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey
during 1965-1969. More information about this program can be found at https://www.humphreyfellowship.org/.
This year marks an important milestone to acknowledge the achievements
and contributions of Humphrey alumni over the past 40 years with a series of
commemorating events around the world. Upon my completion last year, I was
very fortunate to receive the opportunity to join the 40th Anniversary Conference for Asia and the Pacific held in Jakarta, Indonesia, during June 17-19,
2019. The conference was set up in parallel with the 70th Anniversary Celebration of the Bi-lateral Cooperation on Education between the US and Indonesia.
The remarks by Marie Royce, the Assistant Secretary of Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs and Elizabeth Wharton, the Acting Economic Counselor of
U.S. Embassy in Jakarta laid the groundwork, highlighting why Indo-Pacific
region is important to the U.S. In this occasion, the strategic message was
unveiled. The geographic significance of the Indo-Pacific is extended from, so
to speak, “Hollywood to Bollywood” where India is included as a key regional
actor and thus situates ASEAN at the centrality of the geopolitics. In addition,
the emphases are placed on mutual prosperity and trust through
people-to-people relations, through vibrant trading partners in modern digital
society, and through commitments to address shared global challenges such
as natural disasters and transboundary concerns.
Under the key theme of “Indo-Pacific Pathways to Cooperation”, the Humphrey
fellows spent these three days discussing and exchanging ideas on how such
vision can be materialized in practice – across national borders and across
disciplines of expertise. Various concurrent sessions and debates were made to
cover the Humphrey thematic focuses of all cohorts. Our discussions were so
vibrant, yet respectful, bringing back to me those memories of such heated
debates during my Humphrey year.
Additional to the panel presentations and group discussions, the Conference
attempted to further polish our leadership qualities in line with the current
changes and context. A workshop on exemplary leadership reaffirmed the
dedication to leadership development within the lens of cooperation and
shared values. Desirable leadership to drive Indo-Pacific pathways is highlighted in those to model the ways, inspire and enable others to act and grow.
Empowerment and empathy of others for the positive causes in society are
indispensable to ensure regional cooperation and partnership.

Assistant Secretary Marie Royce spoke at the 70th
Anniversary Celebration of the Bilateral Cooperation on Education between the U.S. and Indonesia,
Museum Macan.

Humphrey Fellows graduated in 2018

Connecting with alumni from the same host institute –
Cornell University

The Conference also aimed to foster a network of global leaders for future collaboration. Meeting and re-connecting with other
alumni from different host universities were an exciting moment to strengthen Humphrey regional community. There I got to
meet the alumni from the same host institute, Cornell University, who participated 20 years before me. We shared a lot of
memories and recollection of experiences in our campus through changes along these times.
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Grantee’s Speech for 2019 Fulbright PDO
Mr. Weerapong Laohavechprasit
2019 Fulbright Thai Graduate Scholarship Program (TGS)
at University of Georgia, Athens, GA
Following our long tradition, a grantee representative gives a speech at the annual Congratulatory Reception for Thai
Fulbright grantees. The speech is one of the highlights and is something we are looking forward to. It not only reflects
the person’s charisma but also his/her passion. This year speech is so powerful and inspiring that we cannot but share
it with you.
Good evening distinguished guests, ladies, and gentlemen. Thank you very
much for this honor.
My name is Weerapong Laovechprasit. I am a son of a fruit seller in a small fresh
market in Rayong city, which is my hometown. It takes only 10 minutes by cycling
to the beach of the Eastern Gulf of Thailand. So, since I was little, my mom and I
would often go to the beach to refresh and recharge our life batteries whenever
we felt exhausted, and that made me gradually fall in love with the ocean breeze
and marine creatures, especially dolphins - the oceanic icon.
Three years ago, I became a marine veterinarian at the Department of Marine
and Coastal Resources. My patients were all endangered marine creatures,
ranging from tiny hatchling sea turtles to gigantic baleen whale. My responsibility
was to treat them when they were sick, injured, or stranded either on the beach
or in the ocean. I also had to work with fresh carcasses, stinky decomposed
carcasses, and other remains through necropsy and histopathology to investigate the causes of their death. Until now, people always ask me “Do we have
marine mammals in Thai ocean?” …The answer is ”ABSOLUTELY YES!”
Thailand’s ocean is extremely diverse. Technically, we have 28 species of marine mammals in our ocean. In fact, most
people do not even know that we have dolphins and whales in Bangkok water too. Not only one but a family of sixty Bryde’s
whale has been living in the Upper Gulf of Thailand for 300 years. More importantly, not many people are aware that, every
year, Thailand loses more than 500 endangered marine animals. Considering the current situation, such number makes
me feel frustrated. It was sadly because 30% of them died from anthropogenic activities – the entanglement in fishing gear
and the consumption of plastic waste such as plastic bags, daily-used product packages, straws and even rubber bands.
In addition to that, approximately 70% of the cases cannot receive the definitive diagnosis due to the lack of marine
mammal pathologist and specialized diagnosticians in Thailand.
In my part, as a 2019 Fulbrighter, I am going to pursue my Ph.D. in veterinary pathology at the University of Georgia in
Athens, specializing in marine mammal pathology and diagnosis. My goal is to study Morbillivirus from the same viral family
that causes Measle disease in human. In dolphins and whales, this Morbillivirus could spread in a devastating manner
throughout the world resulting in massive stranded endangered animals in many continents. My research is also to find the
best and fastest way to diagnose the disease and ultimately stop this epidemic spread of this virus.
Aside from being a proud Fulbrighter, I have a humble request. As a veterinarian, an environmentalist, and a person, at this
very moment, in this room, we are seriously confronting biodiversity collapse and species extinction. Countless species
have gone extinct within the past decades. Nowadays, we have only 22 freshwater Irrawaddy dolphins left in Songkhla
Lake, the only one place in Thailand that freshwater mammals can survive, and the number has gradually been decreased
every year. Indeed, we all have a role in this phenomenon considering that a number of marine animals died as a consequence of our activities. I, therefore, wish to urge every single one of us to “Do Something” - do something within your capability. With minimal effort, we can manage the amount of waste we produce by reducing what is produced and consumed,
reusing everyday items, and recycling materials. I believe the hope is in our hands, “To safe them and safe us”. Last but
not least, I would like to sincerely thank you to Fulbright Thailand, the selection committee, and the Board of Directors for
the exceptional opportunity. I am honored to be part of this remarkable family.
Thank you
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I also met with two alumni from Thailand: Dr Tawatchai Apidechkul from Emory University (2013-2014) and Ms Oranooch
Sungkhawanna from Virginia Commonwealth University
(2010-2011). Dr Tawatchai is currently a Professor and Director of
the Center of Excellence in the Hill-tribe Health Research, Mae
Fah Luang University, which he established after his return from
the Humphrey Program. He noted of Humphrey expansive and
valuable networks that granted him access to funding sources
and contacts. His effort to tackle public health concerns among
the most marginalized groups in Thai society is pushed forward
through the mobilization of these connections.
In parallel, Ms. Oranooch is now a Director of International
Cooperation on Law Enforcement, Division Office of the Narcotics Control Board of Thailand. She reckoned her Humphrey
Connecting with other alumni from Thailand: Ms Oranooch and Dr
experiences through an increase of confidence and strategic
Tawatchai
thinking with the ambition to embrace and normalize challenges.
More importantly, the sense of global citizenship in breaking down some stereotyping perceptions enhanced her worldviews
in international setting. Having a chance to interact with these remarkable alumni fellows and talk about their personal
growth and professional work was an inspiring experience for me. As a member of the latest batch, this is a chance to peep
into the future possibilities through a reflection of senior Humphrey fellows’ professional success. Once, being in a Humphrey community, we are always a Humphrey.
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